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ABSTRACT

There is increasing interest in the potential of urban rail to reduce the impact of metropolitan transportation due to its high capacity, reliability and absence of local emissions. However, in a context characterised by increasing capacity demands and rising energy costs, and where other transport modes are considerably improving their environmental performance, urban rail must minimise its energy use without affecting its service quality. Urban rail energy consumption is defined by a wide range of interdependent factors; therefore, a system wide perspective is required, rather than focusing on energy savings at subsystem level. This paper contributes to the current literature by proposing an holistic approach to reduce the overall energy consumption of urban rail. Firstly, a general description of this transport mode is given, which includes an assessment of its typical energy breakdown. Secondly, a comprehensive appraisal of the main practices, strategies and technologies currently available to minimise its energy use is provided. These comprise: regenerative braking, energy-efficient driving, traction losses reduction, comfort functions optimisation, energy metering, smart power management and renewable energy micro-generation. Finally, a clear, logical methodology is described to optimally define and implement energy saving schemes in urban rail systems. This includes general guidelines for a qualitative assessment and comparison of measures alongside a discussion on the principal interdependences between them. As a hypothetical example of application, the paper concludes that the energy consumption in existing urban rail systems could be
reduced by approximately 25–35% through the implementation of energy-optimised timetables, energy-efficient driving strategies, improved control of comfort functions in vehicles and wayside energy storage devices.
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1 Introduction

Transport is currently one of the most energy-consuming and polluting sectors in both developing and developed countries. In the European Union (EU), for instance, it causes approximately 31% of total greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions [1]. Within this sector, metropolitan transportation is responsible for about 25% of the total CO$_2$ emissions [2]. Additionally, high levels of air pollution and congestion are major issues related to transport in urban areas. Therefore, in a worldwide context of growing urbanisation, the implementation of efficient, reliable and environmentally friendly transport systems becomes imperative not only to meet the international agreements on GHG emissions reduction [3,4], but to guarantee liveable conditions in urban areas. In this vein, the EU aims at halve the use of oil-fuelled vehicles in urban transport by 2030 and eventually phase them out in urban centres by 2050, [2]. Instead, cleaner metropolitan public transport systems are being strongly promoted.

Urban rail is regarded as an ideal solution to reduce the impact of urban mobility because of its great capacity, safety, reliability and excellent environmental performance [5]. This is so much so that urban rail systems have been gaining increasing appeal as effective and sustainable methods of mass-transport for the last decade in the EU, as shown in Figure 1 [6]. Nevertheless, in a very competitive context where other transportation modes are considerably improving their environmental performance – in particular the automotive sector [7] – and the energy costs are steadily increasing, it is crucial that urban rail reduces its energy use while maintaining or enhancing its service quality and capacity [8]. Otherwise, urban rail may risk losing its competitive position at the forefront of economic and sustainable solutions for mobility in metropolitan areas [9].
Figure 1. Evolution of urban rail transport demand in the EU: comparison with total land-based passenger transport

A few research projects and studies discussing different technologies and operation strategies to increase the energy efficiency of railway systems and reduce their GHG emissions have been performed in recent years [10–14]. Although some of the energy efficiency measures generally proposed for the rail sector may also work in urban rail, the singular characteristics of these systems seem to call for more dedicated studies. Furthermore, urban rail systems are complex environments where energy consumption is defined by a wide range of interdependent factors. Therefore, what is needed is a global perspective ensuring that the introduction of new measures reduces the energy consumption at system-level, rather than concentrating on individual energy efficiency solutions that may compromise other aspects of the system performance.

With the intention of covering a gap found in the literature, this paper presents a systems approach to reduce the energy consumption of urban rail. Firstly, the paper presents a general characterisation of urban rail systems as singular, complex transit systems, providing insights in the energy consumption of their different subsystems. Secondly, the most effective practices, strategies and technologies to reduce their energy consumption are identified and analysed. This includes a list of the most relevant examples of application and the latest research studies on this topic. The paper concludes by describing a methodology to evaluate and optimally implement energy efficiency measures in urban
rail systems. The final objective of this paper is to provide useful guidance for the stakeholders involved in improving the competitiveness of urban rail by reducing its energy consumption.

2 Urban rail systems: characterisation and energy flow

In order to establish a clear context for the identification and evaluation of energy saving measures in urban rail, this section describes the main characteristics of urban rail systems and discusses how energy is utilised within them.

2.1 General characterisation

The term “urban rail transport” generally refers to railway systems providing public transport services within metropolitan areas. Therefore, the short distance between stations is one of their main characteristics. Urban rail comprises four basic modes: tramway, light rail transport, rail rapid transport (more commonly known as metro) and regional or commuter rail transport [5]. Among them, metro systems have the greatest level of service, operating approximately 3.5 million passenger-kilometres annually within the European Union [15].

With the exception of some regional rail systems utilising diesel traction (which are out of the scope of this work), all urban rail systems are electrically powered. Consequently, urban rail is characterised by presenting a high performance of operation, low levels of noise and absence of local air pollution. Other distinguishing features that make urban rail a very appealing option to improve passengers’ mobility in urban areas are: relatively low surface space requirements, high capacity and frequency of services, possibility of automation, elevated degree of safety and punctuality, strong image and identity attracting passengers. On the negative side, urban rail systems typically require higher investment costs than non-rail modes.

2.2 Energy use in urban rail systems

Energy use in urban rail systems may be typically classified into two categories: traction and non-traction consumption. Traction consumption comprises not only the propulsion of the vehicle itself, but also its auxiliary systems in service mode; in other words, “traction” accounts for the power
required to operate the rolling stock across the system. The term “non-traction”, in turn, refers to the energy utilised at stations, depots and other facilities in the system such as tunnel ventilation fans, signalling, groundwater pumps, etc.

2.2.1 Traction energy consumption

2.2.1.1 Description of the traction system

Unlike diesel traction, where the energy required for train operation is generated within the vehicle itself, electric traction requires an external power supply system. In general, these kinds of electric systems can either work with direct current (DC) or alternating current (AC). Notwithstanding, most urban rail systems worldwide are DC-powered, either at 600/750 V, 1500V or 3000V. Regardless of the type of electrification, railway power supply networks essentially consist of the following subsystems, see Figure 2:

- Substations: Allocated at predetermined places along the track, they include step-down transformers to condition the power from the distribution network, which can be the public grid or a distribution network within the system itself. In the case of DC electrification, substations are additionally equipped with a rectifier assembly to convert AC into DC.

- Traction power distribution system: It conveys the electric power from the substations to the rail vehicles. It typically consists of an overhead line (catenary), though a conductor rail (third rail) can be also found in some metro systems with heavy traffic loads and/or reduced space inside tunnels.

- Traction power return system: It returns the electric power to the substations, typically through the running rails or an extra (fourth) conductor rail.
Figure 2. Diagram of a typical DC power supply network for urban rail systems

Rail vehicles are directly fed from the power distribution system by means of pantographs or current collector shoes, depending on whether the electricity is supplied through overhead lines or conductor rails, respectively. Within the rolling stock itself, electricity is used to drive both the traction equipment and the auxiliary systems. The auxiliaries consist of all the equipment assuring the operation of the vehicle such as traction cooling systems, compressors, etc. Moreover, in the context of this work, auxiliaries include the passengers’ comfort functions, i.e. heating, ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC), lighting and information systems. In turn, the propulsion system comprises the electric traction drive, including its associated equipment (converter and control system) and the torque transmission system. As for the type of traction motors, DC machines have traditionally been the most widely used in urban rail. However, as a result of the outstanding advances experienced by power electronics in the last decades, AC (usually asynchronous induction) motors have been widely introduced, as they typically require less maintenance work, offer lighter weight per output torque and present higher efficiency [16].

2.2.1.2 Traction energy flow

Figure 3 shows a typical traction energy flow chart for urban rail, a result of the amalgamation of measured and estimated consumption data for different urban rail systems within Europe, [14,17–24]. This diagram should therefore be considered as illustrative rather than as a representative example of
the proportion of energy consumed by different traction subsystems in urban rail, as there is significant variation between different systems.

Figure 3. Typical traction energy flow in urban rail systems

In Figure 3, infrastructure losses refer to the electric losses occurring from the point of common coupling to the pantograph (or collector shoes); that is, the electric losses in the substations and the distribution network, the latter being significantly higher [12]. Infrastructure losses principally depend on the voltage level of the rail system and its traffic load, being more important for low-voltage networks with heavy traffic. Additionally, in “coupled through” systems, where several electric sections of the line are connected to favour the regenerative energy transfer between vehicles, the electric losses are also higher. Typical values for infrastructure energy losses can be as high as 22%, 18%, 10% and 6% for 600 V, 750 V, 1500 V and 3000V-DC networks, respectively [25,26].

As seen in Figure 3, auxiliary systems consume an important share of the total energy entering the rolling stock. HVAC equipment is generally responsible for the most significant part of this consumption, which is strongly influenced by the climate conditions [27]. For instance, it has been reported that heating systems account for 28% of the total traction energy in Metro Oslo [21], whereas
all auxiliary systems represent about 10% of the total vehicle consumption in London Underground [22].

Another major share of the traction energy is dedicated to overcoming the motion resistance of the rolling stock. This comprises both aerodynamic opposition to the vehicle advance and mechanical friction between wheels and rails. Aerodynamic drag increases with the square of velocity, therefore its influence is more noticeable in commuter trains than in tramways, for instance. In turn, mechanical resistance plays a more decisive role in low-speed services, the mass of the rolling stock being the main parameter to take into account for reducing its effect. It can be concluded from the available literature that, on average, motion resistance is responsible for approximately 16% of the traction energy use in urban rail services [14, 17, 21–22], as illustrated by Figure 3.

Energy losses in the traction chain itself mainly consist of inefficiencies in the converters, the electric motors and the transmission system. The efficiency of these components may significantly vary across the speed and power ranges, and so the overall values will depend on the duty cycle. A recent report on railway energy performance assesses that the efficiency of converters (primarily GTO and IGBT) are about 98.5-99.5% [17]. Likewise, they estimate that the efficiencies of DC and induction motors are about 90-94% and 93-95%, respectively. In turn, the losses in the gear system are evaluated to be around 2-4%.

The greatest portion of traction energy is wasted in braking processes, see Figure 3. The amount of energy dissipated in braking strongly depends on the kind of urban rail system, but generally speaking it accounts for half of the energy entering the rolling stock. This rate clearly increases with the frequency of stops, being higher in tramways and metros than in commuter rail, for instance. Provided that electric motors can act also as generators while braking, it is possible to recover and reuse a significant proportion of the braking energy [28]. In contrast, about one third of the braking energy is irreversibly lost because of the use of friction brakes and the losses occurring in motors, convertors and transmission system during dynamic braking.
2.2.2 Non-traction energy consumption

The term non-traction energy consumption embraces all the energy utilised by different services ensuring the proper operation of urban rail systems. These typically comprise passenger stations, depots and other infrastructure-related facilities such as signalling systems, tunnel ventilation fans, groundwater pumps, tunnel lighting, etc. Even though the vast majority of non-traction services are electricity-powered, it is also possible to find some diesel- or gas-fired heating systems in stations and depots [29,30].

Stations, and particularly underground stations, are complex systems that integrate both mobility and commercial services and where human and comfort aspects are of great importance [31–35]. The main energy-demanding facilities typically include HVAC, lighting, escalators, moving walkways, lifts and information/advertising screens [36]. In subway stations, the HVAC equipment is generally responsible for the greatest energy consumption, especially in summer, when the energy demand of air conditioning and ventilation may represent up to two thirds of the total consumption [37]. The thermal loads in stations are due to passengers, heat transfer from the ground, electrical equipment and train operation in tunnels (braking heat, electrical losses, etc.) [38,39].

In depots, energy consumption is mainly due to inspection, maintenance and cleaning of rolling stock [40]. These processes not only require energy to run the depot facilities themselves, but they also imply energy consumption in some auxiliary systems of the vehicle such as lighting or HVAC. Additionally, vehicles’ comfort systems consume a non-negligible amount of energy during stabling of rolling stock; this includes both hibernation periods and pre-heating or pre-cooling operations [41].

The non-traction energy share in urban rail systems strongly depends on whether the system is underground or surface operated, and also on the climate conditions. Thus, the non-traction energy consumption in tramway system is minor, whereas it accounts for approximately one third of total energy use in metro systems on average [29]. The lack of published data on the energy consumed by non-traction subsystems makes it difficult to provide generalised figures for urban rail. However, to give an idea of the order of magnitude of these consumptions, Figure 4 shows the specific case of
London Underground [30]. Here, stations consume about 37% of the total energy destined for non-traction purposes, while operations in depots account for 12.5% and tunnel ventilation fans for 6%. Especially noteworthy is the high energy consumption of ground water pumps, about 23% of the non-traction energy demand.

![Figure 4. Distribution of non-traction energy in London Underground](image)

3 Overview of energy efficiency measures for urban rail

This section identifies and appraises the most promising practices, strategies and technologies available to minimise urban rail energy consumption in the available body of research.

3.1 Literature search methodology

An academic literature search – which represents the core of this section – was primarily conducted using international, online databases such as Scopus (http://www.scopus.com) and the Newcastle University Library Search Tool, which is linked to the major electronic resources worldwide. The main keywords used in this literature search are shown in Table 1. Furthermore, relevant unpublished information from personal communications with urban rail operators, dedicated conferences, seminars and workshops was examined. In addition, as the topic is not only of academic interest, the literature search also included international databases of research and industrial projects, such as the Transport Research Portal (http://www.transport-research-portal.net) and Spark (http://www.sparkrail.org). In
general, the literature search was focused on last 15 years, although older resources were also consulted. In total, over 200 documents and websites were reviewed for the purpose of this section.

Table 1. Main keywords used in the literature search

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topic</th>
<th>Keywords*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficiency measures in general</td>
<td>Energy consum*, efficiency, reduc*, saving*; rail*; urban rail; metro; tram; light rail; technolog*; strateg*; operation*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regenerative braking</td>
<td>Regenerative braking; energy recovery; timetable optimisation; energy storage; on-board, stationary, wayside, tracks; system*; reversible, inverting, bidirectional; substation*; supercapacitor*; ultracapacitor*; flywheel*; batter*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-efficient driving</td>
<td>Energy efficient driving; eco-driving; speed profile*; coasting; driving advice system*; automatic train regulation, operation; traffic management optimisation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-efficient traction system</td>
<td>Power supply line, network, grid; electrical loss*; traction; electrical motor*; permanent magnet; vehicle mass reduction; lightweight material*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort functions</td>
<td>Temperature control; demand-controlled ventilation; heating; air-conditioning; thermal demand; lighting; optimal regulation, control; waste heat recovery; underground, subway station*; escalator*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy measurement and smart management</td>
<td>Energy metering, measurement, management; renewable power; smart grid*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The use of asterisks at the end of keywords means that different suffixes are included in the search

3.2 Operational and technological measures

Figure 5 presents a non-exclusive list of the main initiatives proposed and implemented so far to minimise energy consumption in urban rail. As seen, these energy efficiency actions are classified into operational and technological measures. Operational measures aim at using both existing rolling stock and infrastructure more efficiently, which can be achieved with minor changes to the facilities. In contrast, the introduction of new technologies requires higher investment costs and implies major
modifications in the system equipment. Additionally, Figure 5 tabulates the measures according to their level of application; that is, the rolling stock, the infrastructure or the whole system.

Five clusters of actions have been considered, namely: using regenerative braking, implementing eco-driving strategies, minimising traction losses, reducing the energy demand of comfort functions, measuring and managing the energy flows efficiently. Details of each group of measures will be given below.

![Figure 5. Main actions to save energy in urban rail](image)

### 3.3 Regenerative braking

Regenerative braking consists in recovering and reusing the vehicles’ braking energy in the form of electricity. This technology may offer a great potential to reduce energy consumption in urban rail systems as they are typically characterised by numerous and frequent stops. The regenerated energy primarily feeds the vehicle’s auxiliary functions, and the excess energy is usually returned into the supply line to power other vehicles accelerating in the same electric section. However, since the
consumption of auxiliaries is relatively minor and the simultaneous acceleration and deceleration of
different vehicles is unlikely to happen, a considerable amount of braking energy is still wasted into
braking resistors. The following options are currently available to maximise the utilisation of the
regenerated braking energy in urban rail [28]: optimising the service timetables to increase the energy
transfer between vehicles; using trackside and/or on-board energy storage systems (ESSs); and
sending the regenerated energy back to the upstream AC network.

3.3.1 Energy-optimised timetables

Synchronising accelerating and braking vehicles by means of timetable optimisation is a
straightforward action to maximise the use of regenerated braking energy in urban rail. A few
examples available in the literature show that significant energy savings of up to 14% can be achieved
with this measure [42–45]. Additionally, timetable optimisation may limit peaks of power
consumption, which represents an important issue in urban rail systems [46,47]. The optimum
implementation of this operational measure will require a real time control system recalculating the
schedule in case of unforeseen events or delays, and advising drivers on best departure times and
driving strategies. Its investment cost may be relatively low though, especially if compared to other
technologies such as energy storage or reversible substations. Therefore, timetable optimisation
should be considered as a primary option to increase the benefits of regenerative braking in urban rail.

3.3.2 Energy Storage Systems

The outstanding advances in both power electronics and energy storage technologies have enabled
ESSs to become an excellent option for reusing regenerated braking energy in urban rail. ESSs can be
installed either on board vehicles or at specific points along the track. On-board ESSs permit rail
vehicles to temporarily store their own braking energy and reutilise it in the next acceleration phases.
In turn, trackside ESSs collect energy from any braking train in the near area and release it when
demanded by other accelerating vehicles.

If properly dimensioned, both on-board and wayside ESSs may lead to considerable traction energy
savings in urban rail (typically between 15% and 30%); moreover, they may contribute to stabilise the
network voltage and to shave the power consumption peaks [19,20,23,48–59]. Additionally, on-board systems may provide a certain degree of autonomy for catenary-free services (e.g. lines going through historical city centres) [60]. In general, on-board ESSs operate with higher efficiency than wayside ESSs owing to the absence of line losses. However, they typically require large space on vehicles and introduce a considerable increase of weight, which may hinder their installation in existing rolling stock. In turn, stationary ESSs present fewer weight and space restrictions; besides, their installation and maintenance do not affect services.

Regarding the technologies available for ESSs in urban rail, electrochemical double layer capacitors (EDLCs), batteries and flywheels are the most suitable options [61,62]. EDLCs offer high power density, fast response, high cycle efficiency and long lifecycle, features that make this technology the most widely used in urban rail applications so far [28]. However, their energy density is very low, being replaced by (or combined with) high specific power Li-ion or NiMH batteries in systems providing high degrees of autonomy [63–65]. Composite flywheels also offer attractive features for energy recovery and storage in urban rail [66,67], although their commercial application has been generally limited to wayside systems so far [28].

3.3.3 Reversible substations

Unlike conventional DC substations using diode rectifiers, reversible substations (also known as bidirectional or inverting substations) include inverters enabling a bidirectional power flow. This means that the regenerated energy surplus may be driven back to the upstream AC grid and so used in the operator’s network (lighting, escalators, offices, etc.) or also sold back to the energy provider, depending on the current legislation. Compared to ESSs, reversible substations operate with fewer transformation losses, although the resistive losses in the line may be considerable depending on the substation’s location. Furthermore, they offer the possibility of full braking energy recovery since AC lines are permanently receptive. In contrast, they do not allow catenary-less operation and they cannot be used for voltage stabilisation or power peak reduction purposes. Additionally, they present
relatively high investment costs. A few studies demonstrate that this technology may save up to 7–11% of the traction energy consumption in existing urban rail systems [18,68,69].

3.4 Energy-efficient driving

3.4.1 Eco-driving techniques

Eco-driving refers to the group of techniques intended to operate rail vehicles as efficiently as possible while ensuring the safety and punctuality of services. Apart from energy consumption reduction, eco-driving strategies may also improve passenger comfort through smoother driving and reduce the wear of rolling components. Optimising the speed profiles, coasting and using the track gradients are the basic practices in eco-driving.

Acceleration profiles and maximum speed limits are critical factors determining the traction energy consumption in rail services. Hence, their optimisation within safety and schedule restrictions may lead to important energy savings. For instance, a readjustment of the speed limits in the Brussels metro (from 72 to 60 km/h and from 60 to 50 km/h) resulted in traction energy savings of 15%, although an additional train was necessary to compensate for the slight increase in the journey length [70]. Interestingly, for the Sao Paulo system the most energy-efficient driving profile consisted in reducing the maximum speed at the expense of increasing the acceleration rates [71].

Coasting means not applying power to the traction motors so that the vehicles decelerate due to motion resistance when approaching stations. Different methodologies to determine the optimal coasting points and the associated speed profiles have been suggested in the literature, see for example [72–77]. Despite the short distances between stations characterising urban rail, applied studies have demonstrated that significant reductions in traction energy consumption are possible by coasting. For instance, energy savings of about 20% with an increase of 5% in the running time were reported for specific lines of London and Istanbul metro systems, respectively [78,79].

The effect of gravity in both accelerating and decelerating phases is another important aspect to be considered in designing energy-efficient driving strategies for urban rail. For example, in systems
where stations are at a higher level than the track, the uphill gradient may help stop the rail vehicles with less braking effort, whereas downhill gradient may contribute to save energy while accelerating [80,81].

The potential offered by the above energy-efficient driving techniques may be exploited in large part by operational or simple technological measures. Thus, installing trackside information systems advising on optimal speeds and coasting points [82] and training drivers in eco-driving techniques will lead to significant short-term traction savings with relatively low investment costs [13]. Note that keeping a high degree of awareness and motivation among the drivers is crucial for the success of these measures.

Additionally, on-board Driving Advice Systems (DAS) are gaining increasing acceptance as a tool to save energy in urban rail. Based on preloaded algorithms and data defining each individual trip, these kinds of systems advise the driver on the best strategies to follow according to the running time and the train position [83,84]. DAS allow for greater energy savings than just operational measures, but they necessarily imply refurbishment of current rolling stock.

A further step towards more energy-efficient driving in urban rail is the implementation of Automatic Train Operation (ATO) systems, which allows for a real time control of the optimum speed profile with no influence from the driver [85–88]. Both driverless and semi-automated operation are possible in ATO systems; nevertheless its implementation in existing systems may face important barriers such as drivers’ opposition [10].

### 3.4.2 Optimised traffic management

Eco-driving strategies generally imply an increase in the running time, so their successful application depends on the availability of time buffers. Optimising these recovery margins (typically included in timetables as an allowance for impeded running) is therefore indispensable to save energy while ensuring service quality [73,89].

Reducing platform dwell time may substantially increase the potential for energy-efficient driving. Furthermore, this measure may help improve the satisfaction of passengers, who generally prefer
longer running times between stations rather than longer platform dwell time. Aside from schedule reformulations, implementing explicit and accurate information systems in vehicles and stations may shorten both boarding and alighting times [10].

Automatic Train Regulation (ATR) systems, typically designed to ensure safety and punctuality in complex urban rail systems, can also be used for energy saving purposes. Thus, ATR may be linked to DAS so that coasting can be used to avoid conflicting movements (as well as for station stops), hence minimising energy waste in stopping and restarting. A real-time traffic regulation from an energy efficiency point of view can be achieved by implementing optimisation algorithms such those proposed in [90,91].

3.5 Energy-efficient traction systems

3.5.1 Reducing energy losses in the power supply network

The resistive losses in the power distribution network are a quadratic function of the current. Therefore, they can be significantly reduced by limiting the power peaks caused by the simultaneous acceleration of different trains in the network. The optimisation of timetables and the use of regenerative braking technologies are key measures for this purpose, as previously discussed. Likewise, energy losses may be minimised by selecting higher electrification voltages, although this may imply excessively high investment costs in existing systems.

Another option to reduce energy losses in the power supply network is selecting low-resistance materials for the feeder lines. Despite requiring relatively high investment costs, an increasing number of third rail powered systems (e.g. the London Underground) are replacing the standard steel conductor rails by aluminium-based ones, which offer up to 50% less resistance [92]. Superconducting cables may represent an alternative to conventional line conductors but, though promising, this technology is still in the research and development stage [26,93].
3.5.2 Reducing losses in on-board traction equipment

Energy losses in on-board traction equipment are predominantly due to inefficiencies in the motors themselves, whereas losses in power converters and transmissions systems are relatively minor (see section 2.2.1). Hence, the greatest improvements in traction efficiency can be achieved by using more efficient motors. In this regard, the Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor (PMSM) represents a very promising alternative to the state-of-the-art asynchronous machines because of its very high efficiency of up to 97% [94].

PMSMs utilise permanent magnets in the rotor instead of the conventional excitation current to generate the magnetic field, which minimises electric losses. Moreover, their lower cooling requirements enable PMSMs to be mounted in totally enclosed configurations, which allows for lighter and more compact designs with less maintenance and lower noise emissions [95]. Additionally, the high torque offered by PMSMs makes a direct drive configuration (gearless) easier to implement, which can further reduce energy losses, mass and noise emissions [96,97]. A major drawback of synchronous motors is, however, the need for dedicated inverters [98–100], which raises the investment cost. PMSM is a commercially available technology that has been successfully verified in urban rail applications. For example, PMSMs have been tested in the Hankyu commuter railway and Tokyo metro systems (Japan) with traction energy savings of 9% and 12-13%, respectively [101].

Optimal management of the traction equipment according to the operating conditions may also lead to increases in traction efficiency of 1-5% [10,13]. For instance, shutting off some of the traction groups instead of operating them all at partial load during coasting, cruising or standstill, may reduce energy losses in motors and converters. These are operational measures that essentially require an on-board traction software optimisation, which means their implementation costs are relatively low.

3.5.3 Vehicle mass reduction

Lighter vehicles present lower mechanical resistance to advance and require less kinetic energy to reach the same level of performance; therefore, minimising the overall mass of rail vehicles will reduce their traction energy consumption. The ratio of the traction energy saving percentage over the
mass reduction percentage is estimated to be about 0.6–0.8 for urban rail [102,103], although it may be slightly lower when using regenerative braking. Furthermore, reducing the weight of rolling stock will result in less damage to the track and reduced wear of wheels and brakes, consequently lowering the operational and maintenance costs of the system [104].

A straightforward method to reduce the vehicle’s weight is to introduce lightweight materials such as composites. Robinson and Carruthers [105] have identified that the proportion of a vehicle’s tare mass that can be potentially influenced by material substitutions is around 80%; this includes bodyshell, windows, exterior attachments, bogies, passenger interior, seats, driver’s cab interior and cabinets, external doors and couplers. Some examples of mass reduction projects using lightweight materials in urban rail include the following: development of composite grab rails (50% lighter than existing stainless steel bars) [103]; replacement of current floor planes by 40% lighter sandwich constructions [106]; development of a crashworthy driver’s cab using advanced composite sandwich materials up to 40% lighter [107]. These measures should be primarily implemented at design stages, although retrofitting may be also viable in some cases.

In addition to the use of lightweight materials, the overall mass of rail vehicles can be reduced by upgrading the traction equipment. For example, the use of PMSMs, gearless drives and power converters based on new semiconductors [108] may result in significant mass reductions. Furthermore, controlling the suspension and guidance functions electronically (mechatronics) is likely to be implemented in future, lightweight rail vehicles [109]. Lastly, adjusting the train length according to passenger demand is also an interesting approach for saving energy through mass reduction, especially during off-peak periods [14,27].

3.6 Reducing the energy consumption of comfort functions

3.6.1 Rolling-stock-related measures for service mode

Just as in household applications, the HVAC demand in rail vehicles can be reduced by minimising the heat transfer to (or from) outdoors, which primarily requires improving the thermal insulation of walls, doors, windows, floor and ceiling of vehicles. Furthermore, the use of smart windows
automatically adjusting their opacity according to the sunlight intensity can significantly reduce the cooling demand, particularly in surface-level services [110]. Note these measures are generally preferred for new vehicle designs, although they may be also considered in retrofitting to some extent.

Additionally, an optimal control of the fresh air supply can significantly reduce the HVAC demand. Thus, demand-controlled ventilation based on the concentration of CO\(_2\) (i.e., according to the actual occupation of the vehicle) guarantees that no energy is wasted in conditioning unnecessary fresh air intakes [111–113], which may imply energy savings of up to 55% [114]. In this sense, reducing avoidable door openings may also play an important role [115]. Another advantage of smart control of ventilation is the so-called “free-cooling”, which essentially involves lowering the indoor temperature by introducing greater amounts of outside air.

Alternatively, the thermal demand in rail cars can be minimised by optimally adjusting the comfort temperatures [116]. Thus, a slight decrease in the target indoor temperature in the heating mode (or a slight increase in the cooling mode) may yield substantial energy savings without affecting passenger satisfaction; what is more such an adjustment may even improve passenger comfort in many cases.

On the other hand, improving the efficiency of the HVAC systems will generally require upgrading the existing equipment. Thus, the use of heat pumps may lead to important energy savings in heating as they can perform between twice and four times more efficiently than common electrical resistors. This technology is particularly suitable for applications where the ambient temperatures are normally above 5-7°C, e.g. in tunnel environments [117]. Moreover, heat pumps have the capability to work as air-conditioning machines when cooling is required, avoiding the duplication of equipment and consequently allowing for weight savings. An optimal regulation of their capacity according to demand, for instance by means of variable frequency compressors, would notably increase the performance of heat pumps in both cooling and heating modes [117,118]. As an alternative to heat pumps, air-cycle refrigeration systems have been proposed for air-conditioning functions mainly because of their high reliability and the absence of environment-harmful refrigerants; however, their coefficient of performance is approximately half that of heat pumps [119,120].
The recovery of waste heat produced by the traction equipment might also be regarded as an alternative to reduce the energy consumption of HVAC systems. In fact, this energy could be directly used for heating purposes [10], for driving absorption cooling machines [121], or for on-board generation of electric power [122]. This would also reduce the thermal loads in tunnels and, consequently, the air-conditioning demand inside the vehicles. However, the dispersion of the heat sources and their relatively lower temperature hinder the application of these innovative concepts in urban rail.

With regard to lighting consumption in vehicles, it may be notably reduced by using efficient light-emitting diodes (LEDs). This technology has been widely proved in household applications [123] and its usage in rail vehicles is gaining increasing attention [124]. Furthermore, the use of more efficient lighting will help reduce the air-conditioning demand in vehicles [125].

3.6.2 Rolling-stock-related measures for parked mode

Several of the previously discussed technological measures can clearly reduce the energy consumption of comfort functions during standstill. However, the greatest energy saving potential in parked mode seems to lie in optimising the setup and control of the comfort functions [14]. Thus, redefining the threshold temperatures during hibernation and maintenance/cleaning operations, alongside the implementation of automatic control systems for heating and lighting, may reduce the energy consumption in parked mode by up to 50% [10].

3.6.3 Infrastructure-related measures

Cooling the tunnel environment can significantly reduce the HVAC demand in subway stations, but also in the rolling stock itself [120,126]. In this regard, maximising the natural ventilation is a key solution as it permits the evacuation of heat gains with no energy consumption [127–131]. For that, it is important that stations and tunnels are designed with adequate ventilation shafts, as it is normally problematic to build them into existing systems. Other non-conventional, energy-efficient options to minimise the thermal loads at infrastructure level are: using heat pipes to enhance the capacity of the surrounding soil to absorb heat from the tunnel environment [132]; using groundwater as a direct
cooling source [133,134]; using phase-change materials (PCMs) to absorb heat from tunnels during operational hours while releasing it at night [126].

Additionally, the use of platform edge doors may prevent the heat transfer from the tunnel to the station, although their use may considerably increase the ventilation demand in tunnels [135]. Furthermore, there is concern about their effect on passenger evacuation during emergencies [136].

In order to enhance the performance of conventional heat pump systems providing heating and/or cooling in stations, geothermal technology appears to be a very promising option [137,138]. The higher performance offered by geothermal heat pumps lies in the fact that they interchange heat with underground sources (soil or groundwater), whose temperature is much more constant than air temperature throughout the year. Moreover, geothermal systems consume no water in cooling towers, which is a very important advantage in hot climates where this is a scant source. However, they require higher investment and their feasibility depends on the availability of proper underground sources [139].

Wherever possible, the use of solar thermal energy is also an interesting way to reduce the consumption of HVAC systems in stations. Thus, it can be used directly for heating purposes [140] or to power absorption cooling machines [141,142]. However, the potential of this alternative has not been entirely exploited in railway systems so far.

The implementation of dynamic control strategies may lead to large energy savings in HVAC and significant improvements in comfort with relatively small investments [143]. Hence, understanding and predicting passenger flows, air circulation and temperature distribution are key factors to achieve optimal operation of HVAC systems in stations [144–147].

Regarding energy consumption in lighting, the introduction of more efficient lamps may account for significant energy savings. Thus, energy savings of 32% and 40% were achieved in Bielefeld and Hong Kong underground stations, respectively, by replacing the existing lighting equipment with fluorescent and LED lamps [27,70]. Also, an optimal adjustment of lighting intensity to passenger
demand (e.g. automatically switching off the station lighting during no operation times) may lead to noticeable energy savings [148].

As for escalators, lifts and other passenger conveyor systems, the greatest energy efficiency improvements lie in the optimisation of their number and allocation (at design phases) and in the implementation of a demand-based control. In this sense, understanding passenger behaviour is of vital importance [149–151].

Finally, energy savings in stations can be maximised through integrated management of all their subsystems. Thus, reductions of 5–10% in the energy consumption of underground stations may be expected when collectively applying adaptive control strategies to HVAC, lighting and passenger conveyor systems [29,152].

3.7 Energy measurement and smart management

This section discusses energy metering, local renewable power generation and smart power management as key actions for achieving greater energy savings in urban rail.

3.7.1 Energy metering

Using automated metering systems to collect energy consumption data in vehicles and other urban rail subsystems is not an energy efficiency action by itself, but it is indeed a valuable tool for optimising energy usage within the system. In fact, a good understanding of energy flows is paramount to identify areas with greater energy saving potential and to monitor the effects of the implemented measures [153,154]. Furthermore, the information provided by energy meters is essential for energy billing purposes, an issue with growing relevance in liberalised railway markets [155]. Allowing private operators to pay for real energy consumption, rather than using average estimations, may represent a major incentive for them to apply energy efficiency measures. In this regard, the standardisation of metering equipment and procedures is a key matter to be addressed [156–158].
3.7.2 Micro-generation of renewable power within the system

Depending on the characteristics of the system and on the availability of renewable energy sources in the area, the local generation of electricity may be an interesting solution to reduce power consumption from the public network. Thus, photovoltaic solar panels may be installed in stations and depots to partially meet their own demands [40,159]. Similarly, solar panels could be installed along the track helping to feed the signalling systems and the substations auxiliaries [160]. Furthermore, the use of solar panels on the rail vehicles’ roof could provide enough power to supply their auxiliary systems [161], but the introduction of such additional weight is regarded as a serious concern. This hurdle might be overcome yet by utilising flexible, light panels based on polymer solar cells [162,163]. Interestingly, using wind turbines in depots, stations or along the track could be an alternative (or a complement) to solar power systems [27,40]. Regardless of the kind of energy source, optimal integration of renewable power generation in railway systems will typically require the use of ESSs alongside dedicated power management controls, which may compromise the economic viability of these measures.

3.7.3 Smart energy management

The foreseeable increase in the use of both regenerative braking and renewable energy generation in urban rail systems will result in the need for optimised management of energy flows within the network. In this regard, the application of the smart grid concept – primarily developed for electric networks with distributed power generation – is gaining growing attention [12,164,165]. This approach enables efficient management of all the energy sources in the network according to actual demand. This means, for instance, that the power from renewable sources, from regenerative braking or from the public grid can be either used to instantly meet the power demand of the system, or stored for later use shaving peak consumptions, which may account for important cost savings. Applying the smart grid concept requires the development of an automatic control of voltage distribution within the network [166]. This alone often fails to be economically viable [148], although selling the energy back to the grid could help reduce its payback period. As a pioneer attempt to integrate smart grids
into urban rail systems, it is worth mentioning the energy optimisation project recently launched by SEPTA in Pennsylvania (USA) [167].

Furthermore, the integration of urban rail networks with other energy independent systems in their vicinity such as buildings, other urban mobility systems or renewable power generation plants, has been proposed as an extension of the smart grid concept for a “smart city” energy management [168,169]. For instance, the excess regenerative braking energy from metro systems could help to power an urban network of electric vehicles [170]. Likewise, the heat from large underground systems could be used for heating purposes in buildings close to stations or to ventilation shafts [171,172]. Additionally, the power generated in nearby renewable energy plants could be used to feed the urban rail system itself, consequently reducing its environmental impact and improving its social image [27,173].

4 Methodology for optimal implementation of energy efficiency measures in urban rail

All the measures described above can be considered as effective avenues to minimise energy consumption of urban rail systems; however it is neither realistic nor effective to apply them all in a particular system. This is especially true for the case of existing systems, where the restrictions for their application are greater. Therefore, an effective methodology is needed when defining and implementing a programme of measures to reduce the energy consumption of urban rail systems.

4.1 Methodology description

A systematic procedure to reduce energy consumption in urban rail fundamentally consists of the steps shown in Figure 6. Note that although this diagram was primarily developed for application to existing systems, it can also be used in brand-new ones.

As seen in Figure 6, analysing the actual energy consumption of the system in question should be the starting point of any energy efficiency programme. Thus, an accurate understanding of the energy flows within the system will enable identification of the areas with greater potentials for improvement, and preselect a set of suitable measures accordingly. Then, these preliminary solutions
must be globally evaluated in order to prioritise their possible implementation. The principal criteria to be considered in this evaluation are:

- The energy saving potential of the solutions, which has to be assessed from a systems perspective taking into account the synergies and conflicts that may emerge between the measures;
- Their technical suitability for the system in question; e.g. depending on whether the system is underground or surface operated, the disruption time involved in their application, etc., some measures may be considered impractical;
- Their economic viability, which is influenced by their potential energy savings at systems level and by their technical suitability, among other economic factors concerning different stakeholders that will not be considered herein.

The solutions judged as the most promising after the evaluation process have to be fully defined in an implementation programme, which should also include a set of key performance indicators (KPIs) to monitor their real effect. The comparison between the expected and the actual energy savings will allow readjusting the original programme so as to obtain optimal results.
4.2 Guidelines for the global evaluation of measures

This section exemplifies the assessment and rating of energy efficiency measures for urban rail. This includes a general analysis of the interdependencies between the main measures described in section 3, alongside a qualitative assessment of their individual potential energy savings, investment costs and technical suitability for current systems. Note that this can only be seen as a reference for quick assessments. Given that the differences between systems may be very significant, dedicated software tools have to be developed for a precise evaluation of the measures in a particular system, which is out of the scope of this paper.
4.2.1 Interdependences between energy efficiency measures in urban rail

Most energy efficiency measures for urban rail are strongly interdependent. As such, a combination of measures may lead to either a higher or lower potential benefit than if applied separately, depending on their compatibility. Therefore, when evaluating a group of solutions, their benefits cannot be assessed individually, but the interactions between them must be considered.

Figure 7 is a graphical representation of the interdependences between, and also within, the four groups of energy efficiency measures and technologies mentioned in section 3. As can be seen, there are two different types of arrows in this figure, which illustrate whether the interdependence between any two measures is positive or negative. Rather than interacting with these four groups on an individual level, the cluster of measures detailed in section 3.7 is considered as useful for their global success. Through such measures as continuous monitoring of the implemented energy efficiency technologies and procedures, or smart management of system-wide energy flows, a more assured and confident approach to urban rail energy efficiency can be achieved.

Figure 7. Interdependences between energy efficiency measures
Regarding regenerative braking measures, the benefit of their combination may be lower than the sum of the potential of each solution. For example, the higher the regenerated energy transferred between trains is, the lower the potential for energy recovery through ESSs and substations will be, and vice versa. However, the combination of all three options may be needed to use the whole braking energy potential. Therefore the implementation of regenerative braking measures requires a complex optimisation study to obtain the greatest energy savings with the lowest investment cost. The interdependences of these technologies with other energy efficiency solutions can be summarised as follows: they may reduce consumption in comfort functions (both at infrastructure and vehicle level) as they avoid the dissipation of braking energy in tunnels and stations; they minimise the losses in the supply network since they reduce power peaks in the line; they may reduce vehicle mass as they minimise the need for on-board braking resistors; however, if on-board ESSs are used, the additional weight may increase the traction energy consumption.

As illustrated in Figure 7, an improved traffic flow control helps to apply energy-efficient driving strategies. Besides, before implementing driving assistance tools, a careful study determining the best driving techniques and optimal traffic control strategies are needed. In general, eco-driving measures minimise resistive losses in the power supply line as they contribute to reduce current flow in the network. Besides, they may lower the thermal load in tunnels and stations because they reduce the intensity of the braking processes. Interestingly, the use of efficient traffic control systems may facilitate better interchange of braking energy between vehicles. Moreover, deceleration profiles that match the characteristics of the traction motors will lead to fewer losses in braking energy recovery.

Synergies must be expected from the combination of measures aimed at reducing energy consumption of comfort functions in vehicles and stations; that is, reducing the thermal load in tunnels and stations will lower the cooling demand in vehicles, and vice versa. In turn, some measures like upgrading the HVAC systems of vehicles (e.g. heat pumps) may increase their mass and, therefore, the traction energy consumption.

Lastly, actions to increase energy efficiency of the traction system are fully interconnected to each other, as shown in Figure 7. Thus, reducing traction energy consumption through enhanced drives will
lead to less resistive losses in the line. Moreover, improvements in traction equipment will generally imply a mass reduction, and any mass reduction in vehicles will result in reduced traction consumptions and fewer losses in the line. Furthermore, minimising the losses of traction equipment will enhance the braking energy regeneration and will reduce the thermal load in both tunnels and stations.

4.2.2 General assessment and rating of energy efficiency measures

Table 2 shows illustrative figures of the energy saving potential at system level for the main measures discussed in section 3 (only the commercially available and tested solutions are included herein). The range of values given is the result of applying the average figures found in the literature covered by this paper to a standard system where traction energy accounts for 80% of the total energy consumption (same distribution as shown in Figure 3), and where stations are responsible for the remaining 20%. Therefore, these are only approximate figures for the reader to have a better idea of the order of magnitude of the energy saving potential offered by each measure individually.

Table 2. General evaluation of energy efficiency measures in urban rail systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measures</th>
<th>Energy saving potential (%)</th>
<th>Suitability for existing systems</th>
<th>Investment cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regenerative braking</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timetable optimisation</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ESS</td>
<td>5–25</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stationary</td>
<td></td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reversible substations</td>
<td>5–20</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy-efficient driving</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-driving techniques</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Subcategory</td>
<td>Example Activity</td>
<td>Range</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eco-driving tools</td>
<td>DAS</td>
<td>5–15</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ATO</td>
<td>5–15</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traction Efficiency network</td>
<td>Higher line voltage</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lower resistance conductors</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traction equipment</td>
<td>PMSM</td>
<td>5–10</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Software optimisation</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mass reduction</td>
<td>Materials substitution</td>
<td>1–10</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comfort functions</td>
<td>Vehicles</td>
<td>Thermal insulation</td>
<td>1–5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Heap pump</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEDs</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HVAC &amp; lighting control in service</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HVAC &amp; Lighting control in parked mode</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infrastructure</td>
<td>Low-energy tunnel cooling</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geothermal heat pumps</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control of HVAC, lighting and passenger conveyor systems</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEDs</td>
<td>1–5</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Additionally, Table 2 assesses the suitability of the analysed measures for implementation in existing urban rail systems. This indicator of technical viability is comparatively rated as low, medium and high, depending on the barriers that can be found to their implementation in actual systems. Thus, infrastructure-related measures that imply major modifications in the system will normally be
regarded as less adequate solutions. Likewise, measures requiring the introduction of heavy and bulky systems in existing vehicles, e.g. on-board ESSs or heat pumps, are likely to be declined.

Lastly, Table 2 gives a qualitative, comparative estimation of the investment cost for each measure. This assessment aims to enable a quick contrast between measures and is not intended to be an accurate valuation of their implementation cost.

Considering only measures rated as highly suitable for existing systems in Table 2, Figure 8 represents their individual energy saving potential against their relative implementation cost. Taking into account the interdependences between these measures, it can be concluded that the most promising solutions for existing systems are, in principle, the following:

− Improving the control of comfort functions, both in service and in parked mode;
− Applying eco-driving techniques and driver advisory systems;
− Optimising the timetable to maximise the interchange of regenerative braking energy between vehicles;
− Installing wayside ESSs for recovering and reusing the surplus regenerated energy.
Therefore, if we consider a hypothetical urban rail system with the standard energy consumption share described above, and where no energy efficiency schemes have been implemented yet, the combination of these measures might realistically lead to energy consumption reductions of 25–35% at system level (15–20% from regenerative measures, 5–10% from eco-driving and about 5% from comfort functions improvement), with a relatively short payback period.

5 Conclusions

This paper has given an insightful overview on the potential of urban rail systems to reduce their energy consumption. Firstly, an analysis of the breakdown of urban rail energy usage was performed based on data published for different European systems. Then, a comprehensive review of the main practices, strategies and technologies available to reduce urban rail energy consumption was presented. Lastly, the key points of a clear, logical methodology for optimal implementation of energy
efficiency measures in urban rail were discussed. The core findings of this investigation are summarised below.

In general, it has been observed that 70–90% of the total energy consumption in urban rail is due to rolling stock operation, whereas the rest is used in stations and other infrastructure within the system. Moreover, it has been found that approximately 50% of traction energy may be dissipated during braking phases, which highlights the great energy saving potential offered by the use of regenerative braking. In turn, the auxiliary equipment of the rolling stock (mainly the comfort functions) may account for approximately 20% of its total energy consumption, with significant dependencies on the type of service and climate conditions.

There is a broad range of energy efficiency measures that have proven to be successful in minimising the energy consumption of different urban rail subsystems, such as traction drives, vehicle comfort functions or stations. However, when considering their application, their potential energy savings should not be seen individually, but at system level. A good understanding of the subsystems’ interactions is vital for an effective implementation of any energy efficiency programme. Furthermore, a continuous monitoring of energy consumption is a key aspect for the definition and tracking of such programmes.

For existing urban rail systems, the implementation of operational measures is normally preferred to the introduction of new technologies, as significant energy savings may be achieved with relatively low investment costs and minor modifications. Thus, enhancing the control of the vehicle comfort functions, optimising service timetables from an energy-saving point of view, or applying eco-driving techniques have been identified as the most promising solutions for those systems. Additionally, the use of wayside ESSs may maximise the use of regenerative braking energy with relatively low payback periods. The implementation of these four measures all together might realistically lead to energy consumption reductions of about 25–35% in standard existing systems without previous energy efficiency schemes.

This paper contributes to the current literature by providing a comprehensive overview and assessment on how energy is managed in urban rail systems, the most promising actions to minimise
its use and an estimate of the scale of potential savings. It can therefore prove useful as a reference for all parties involved in addressing urban rail energy consumption. Nevertheless, since this investigation has highlighted the significant variability between different systems, its conclusions should be regarded as guidelines, with the evaluation of individual systems requiring a specific, in-depth analysis.
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